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groundWork

• Environmental Justice
oEmpowered people in relations of solidarity and equity with each other 

and in non-degrading and positive relationships with their environments

• Vision
oPeople are living well with each other and with the earth

• Objective
oThe environmental justice movement is shaped by democratic 

fenceline formations to resist dirty energy and toxic production, build 
local alliances with workers for a just transition and advocate for open 
democracy



Context



Are Black Lives Cheap?

Climate Change

Creating Energy Poverty

Coal Kills - Evidence

Another IRP is necessary for a Just Transition



Are Black Lives Cheap?

It's a common reality that the young suffer and the aged suffer; but let’s 

remember the young of today are the adults of tomorrow. 

We can say that the entire population is vulnerable because sick 

children become sick adults 



Are Black Lives Cheap?

“the economic logic behind 

dumping a load of toxic waste 

in the lowest-wage country is 

impeccable …”

Is this the story of Renewable 

Energy?  



Are Black Lives Cheap?



Climate Change

• South Africa is the world’s 14th largest emitter of greenhouse 
gases (GHGs)

• Largest on the African continent

• Eskom – approximately 20-25% of Africa’s emissions

• Eskom emissions to year March 2018 = 205 Mt CO2

• No reductions on present emissions.

• IRP refuses to recognise the real consequences of emissions –
Climate Denial!



Average annual emissions for the decade

Decade PPD Budget Least Cost [1]

2020s 275 275 217

2030s 267 180 123

2040s 217 92 82

[1] Last year in each decade





Creating Energy Poverty

• More than 50% of South Africans are poor

• Between 2000 and 2008, the top 10% increased their share of income at the expense of 
everyone else

• The bottom 60% got only 11.4% of all household income in 2008 while the poorest 20% 
got a mere 1.4%

• The ‘expanded’ unemployment rate includes those who have given up looking for work -
that stands at over 37%

• Only 43% of working age people are employed

• Energy Intensive Users Group – efficiency reduced energy intensity & lower demand 
(after BIG power stations were built for them)

• CEO Mr P Hadebe – ‘deals intended to post sales’

• Applying for 15% per annum for next 3 years (40% real increase)

• Grid defections by commercial and middle class – they can undertake Demand Side 
Management!
o We left with a slum grid!



Creating Energy Poverty:
Contradictory and incoherent results

• As with all previous IRPs, the demand projection is more wishful than realistic.

• Deals for big industry leaves the bill for the new build with residential & commercial 
consumers.

• Rising tariffs inadvertently drive demand side management. Leaving DSM to price favours
the rich, who have options, against the poor who do not.

• This will provoke accelerated grid defection by commerce and the middle classes as the 
cost advantage of small-scale dispersed ‘embedded’ renewables increases.

• Municipalities and poor people will then be left with an overpriced slum grid. Over 56% of 
people in South Africa are poor and many who have ‘access’ to electricity are cut off –
either disconnected or without money for pre-paid meters.

• The IRP does forecast an increase in embedded energy generation but effectively treats it 
as outside the national power system and hence as reducing demand from that system. It 
does not conceive a system that integrates small-scale dispersed generators and 
household ‘prosumers’.

• And it does not conceive a system that integrates the poor majority of the country.



Coal Kills
• Destruction of the Highveld

• Governance Failure

• Social Labour Plan Failure

• Water Impacts

• Policy Weaknesses

• Gender implications 



Another IRP is necessary for a 
Just Transition

• South Africans can create another energy future based on 
renewables or we can go down tied to the old energy model. 
This is the model of the ‘minerals energy complex’ that has 
shaped South Africa’s development for over a century. It is 
based on cheap coal, cheap labour and heavy duty pollution. It 
is unsustainable economically and is socially and 
environmentally catastrophic. It is now collapsing. Coal Kills 
provides the evidence.



Another IRP is necessary for a 
Just Transition

• In sum, if government wants to 1) uphold people’s constitutional 
rights, 2) supply the energy needs of its people, 3) avoid 
catastrophic climate change while ensuring a just transition to 
clean energy, 4) clean up air pollution to let people breathe, 5) 
conserve land and water and prevent the further destruction of 
whole watersheds, and 6) avoid bankrupting itself, it is 
imperative to focus national resources on developing 
renewables under democratic control while shutting down coal 
plants.



Another IRP is necessary for a 
Just Transition

Building a New Energy System Based on Socially Owned Renewables

Rehabilitating Mines & Mining Regions: Detox Land & Water

Peoples Food Gardens & Agro-ecology Ensuring Enough For All

Reconstructing Settlements in Anticipation of Climate Change

Building Energy Efficient Homes

Planning Amenities for Active Transport

Zero Waste Economy 

Basic Income Grant for All

WE CANNOT ALWAYS BE PLAYING CATCHUP





Thank You


